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THE EDITOR’S BIT
From reports received so far the Royal 

Bath and West Show was a great event well 
supported by members, and a few new 
members have joined us, welcome to them.

Even the Committee of the Royal Bath 
thought we merited an award, so well done 
everyone who had any involvement with this 
event.

The good news from my point of view is

that we have finished our Vineyard tractor, 
and it attended it's first Rally on the 
26th/27th June 1999 in Sheffield. My son 
bought a Narrow Tiller for the back of it, this 
turns out to be a Ford Ferguson implement, 
both of which you can see at the Ferguson 
End of Century Spectacular 18th and 19th 
September 1999, full details inside.

Alan Dunderdale
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Front Cover:
Ferguson Spring Tine Cultivator. Type 9S-KE-20

The Ferguson Spring Tine Cultivator is 
designed for light general use other than 
deep Cultivation in heavy land. Like all 
Ferguson Implements, it is solidly 
constructed, simple to operate and easily

adjustable to any soil or field conditions.

The settings of the shovels and 
arrangements of the tines will depend 
upon the type of cultivation required.

Please Note:
You will find enclosed, within this Journal,

a Windscreen Sticker courtesy of the 
Ferguson Club. When you want more, 
please contact the sales stand who have these 
in stock, at a small price.

* DID YOU KNOW? *
The bonnet strip for a TE 20 Continental 

tractor is the same as the MF35 strip.

THE OLD TWENTY 
PARTS COMPANY

Your first call for Ferguson & Ford Ferguson 
Most Parts - many original 

Parts for most other makes from 1920 to date 
Send stamped addressed envelope for 

complete list.

Visit our stand at major rallies - send for list 
o f events we attend.

Cavendish Bridge, Shardlow, Derby DE72 2HL

Tel: 01332 792994 & 792698
Fax: 01332 799192

DATES FOR TOURNAL
Publication April, August, December

To get things published, they MUST BE 
WITH THE EDITOR by 1st March, 1st July, 
and the 1st November.

ALL SALES/WANTS 
MUST go to Roger Webb.

Cross 
Stitch Kits

Cross Stitch
Tractor TE 20 K it ................£9.75

Cross Stitch
30cwt Trailer K i t ................£7.75

Both kits worked on 14 count aida

Please make cheques payable to 
"Joan" and post to:

7 High Street, Holbeach, 
Spalding, Lines PE12 7DU

Postage & Packing included.
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As my time as Chairman draws to the end 
I would like to reflect over the past two years. 
As you will see from the financial side The 
Ferguson Club is on to a good footing thanks 
to all the hard work put in by so many 
members, considering the Club was on it's 
knees financially when we came back from 
the 50th anniversary celebrations in 
Northern Ireland.

You, the members, must realise The 
Ferguson Club is now on the right road to 
success and never forget that the Club is an 
Independent Members Club and no matter 
what, this is how the Ferguson Club must 
stay.

We are finding it little easier to get 
members to take the Executive positions. We 
do also need a very good and strong General 
Committee so the power behind the club is 
not left to just a few key members.

I probably sound harsh but this is the only 
way The Ferguson Club can continue to 
function efficiently.

We as members must not forget all the 
hours and hours of hard work put in by our 
editor. The journal has now been completely 
revamped with a new publisher, what a great 
improvement the last two journals have 
been. You as members must try to keep 
sending in photographs and interesting 
information for the journals, this is the only 
way to keep three journals per year.

What a wonderful well organised A.G.M. 
and weekend we had last year in Scotland; 
this is what makes the Club so friendly.

We now have a lot of thought, discussion 
and the loan of a tie from one of the late 
Harry Ferguson's employees, arrived with 
our own Club tie which is released today at 
our A.G.M. This tie will go on sale with the

Chairman’s Report
club merchandise.

We have had a very busy year with Club 
stands at several locations in the Country. For 
myself the one which sticks in my mind is 
Scone Palace in Scotland, what a super 
weekend and a marvellous Club Stand with 
several implements and two members 
overhauling a T.E.F. 20 engine. The British 
National Ploughing Championships is 
always a good weekend, much drier under 
foot than Kent last year.

Again there have been some very good 
events put on by some Area Representatives 
which does bring the members together to 
discuss their ploughing or the tractors they 
restore. Well Done!!!

The Christmas Cards have been another 
great success, as you will see by the journals 
we are looking for a good tractor or a 
machinery with a winter scene for next years 
Christmas. Don't forget to send in the 
photographs by the 20th July.

One of our major events this year is the 
Bath and West Show. This has kept me and 
the local Area Representatives from that part 
of the country very busy organising. We 
should have about thirty tractor and 
implements at the show with the Club 
Merchandise there too.

This involves a show of tractors in the 
main ring and Machinery ring daily, we are 
still looking for extra tractor drivers. Any of 
our members interested please contact me.

The other major event this year is a 
Vintage Working Weekend on the 18th & 
19th September in Yorkshire, for more 
information contact your Yorkshire 
Representatives.

Ian Halstead (No: 610)
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1999 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Perkins, Peterborough - 24th April, 1999

Membership Secretary’s Report 
for the 1998 Calendar Year

The total membership of the Ferguson 
Club for the year 1st January - 31st December 
1998 was 875 members, comprising 719 
renewing and 156 new members. Although 
not up to the 1997 total of 1002, the 1998 
figure is similar to the 1996 total of 833 
members. Membership to date in 1999 is 823, 
so I am reasonably confident that the 1999 
total will exceed 900.

In common with many other clubs in the 
vehicle preservation world, a membership of 
around 1000 is still manageable under a 
voluntary office bearers set-up. Clubs with a 
larger number of members have to employ 
staff to cope with the amount of work 
involved. In addition, a membership figure 
of between 500 and 1000 gives the Club 
enough income to produce three good 
quality Journals per year and have adequate 
funds to develop the Club, e.g. merchandise 
and the introductory handbook.

Analysis of the Membership figure shows 
that we have:

Members paying 
by Standing Order

Family members

Junior members

Members in UK

106

31

19

(1997-95) 

(1997- 38) 

(1997-22)

802

Members in Europe (France, Denmark, 
Sweden, Netherlands, Norway, Eire, 
Germany, Switzerland)

Members in Zone One (U.S.,
Canada and South Africa)

41

28

Members in Zone Two
(Australia and New Zealand) 4

For several years we have realised that a 
fair proportion of members do not renew 
their membership, particularly after the first 
year of membership. Just before the January 
committee meeting this year lists of members 
were sent our to areas where we have Area 
Reps., along with a request to contact those 
members who had not renewed in 1998. In 
general the response was encouraging and 
did not bring to light any major problems or 
dissatisfaction with the Club. Sadly some 
members had died, others had changed their 
interest and others having retired found the 
cost of membership of several clubs too great 
an expense.

In total, one third of those contacted re
joined the Club, as they had inadvertently let 
their membership lapse. The Committee 
meeting after this A.G.M. will again be 
discussing how to retain members in the 
Club and any input from those here present 
would be most welcome. Development of the 
Club's Area Reps, is one area for discussion, 
as areas where we have an active Rep. tend to 
retain members. More reminders that their 
membership has lapsed may also help, 
however this is a costly and time consuming 
task.

The membership year of the Club is the 
calendar year i.e., 1st January to 31st 
December. Each year membership renewal 
forms are sent out with the Winter Journal in
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mid-December. After an initial flurry of 
renewals in December and early January 
renewals trickle in and are still trickling in 
late April. Whilst it spreads the work of 
processing renewals for the Membership 
Secretary it also complicates the distribution 
of the Spring Journal and means that late 
renewing members receive their Journal late. 
A first membership renewal reminder is sent 
out to those who have not renewed with the 
A.G.M. papers in March and final reminder 
is sent in May or June. In short, it would 
greatly assist the Club and reduce 
unnecessary costs if members would renew 
promptly on receipt of their Renewal Form 
in December!

As usual, I'll finish with a few of the 
comments received from members on the 
back of their renewal forms. "As I have

retired and donated my TE-20 to a museum, 
I have decided to retire from the Club as 
well. I have enjoyed my membership and 
wish the Club all the best for the coming 
years". "Thank you for a year of enjoyable 
reading. We see the magazine, if we are 
lucky before our 13 year old son finds it! He 
is old enough to drive our TE-20 and gets 
great pleasure from this and the Journals". 
"Many thanks for the three excellent Journals 
in 1998 and the Christmas card. Keep up the 
good work - very glad to see the Club 
running so well". "It is with speed that I am 
renewing my membership, what superb 
Journals!"

Lawrence Jamieson
Membership Secretary 

22 April 1999

REPRODUCTION FERGUSON IMPLEMENT PLATES

iFeAXiU ^ oti
0 TradeW  Trade ̂ Mar̂  

^^arry Ter^uson L td
mrn Coventry r r ,..

PATENT APPLIED FOR

T BRITISH MADE

Price: £4.00 each (with rivets) Inclusive VAT and P & P 
Stamping Service Available - £5.00 per Plate

ALL TYPES SPECIAL PLATES ON REQUEST

Michael Thorne Construction Limited, Coldridge,Crediton, Devon EX17 6AS

Tel: 01769 540233
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Ferguson Club Interim  Financial Report 
(Dated 24-04-99) for the first quarter of 1999

Mr Chairman, Members of the Committee,
Ladies and Gentlemen.

A few words to bring you up to date with the ever important finances.

Firstly, the Clubs main sources of income are derived from your annual 
subscriptions of £15.00/£20.00 family, sales of merchandise, advertising and 
DVLA/archive donations, and although there appears a slight shortfall in the 
Audit figures arrived at by the Accountants up to 31st December 1998 the current 
balance shown for the first quarter of this year from the bank of £14529.68 up to 
31st March, resulting from recent Membership renewals of some £2000 which 
leaves us with a pretty encouraging outlook.

You will also be pleased to hear the £3000 which was put to one side by our 
former Chairman, John Cousins, for any tax liabilities that may have arisen have 
now been resolved, finalised and settled after all this time with a small charge for 
Corporate Tax of £377 for 1998.

This has recently been bolstered by a further transfer of funds from the main 
account of £6700 which brings the total amount of date in a high interest reserve 
a/c to £10.071.83 with interest added. This is to be held in reserve, and can be 
drawn on if and whenever needed for future Rallies, roadruns etc. The Club now 
stands in a healthy and vibrant position as never before, and we must never 
overlook the past efforts of those stalwart Members who fought to rescue the 
besieged Club during those dark days that threatened our very existence not so 
long ago. It is to such people we owe our alliegence and we must ensure even 
better news and views to the Editor upholding the very essence of dear old 
Harry Ferguson ideals and inventiveness as we approach the year 2000. Long 
may the interest now shown by enthusiasts all over the world continue to bring 
pleasure from THE LITTLE GREY FERGIES.

Thank you ladies and gentlemen for listening.

One more point. We closed the offshore reserve a/c with FLEMINGS Bank on the 
Isle of Man and it has been transferred to our main account with the Bank of 
Scotland since they didn't credit us over the years with any interest. This was 
apparently Harry's bank, but I'll bet he insisted on some interest!

Don't forget the Bath and West Show, the high point of the season.

Richard G. Heal.
Treasurer for the FERGUSON CLUB
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Archivist
I was handed a small box of around fifteen 

items some four years ago, with the 
statement "This is the Ferguson Club's 
Archives" "GOOD LUCK", since that point I 
have been sent photocopies of, loaned, 
donated, but not quite stolen, things for OUR 
archives. To get us to a situation of comfort, 
my family have assisted sorting, looking at, 
and filing this information, but I must thank 
my secretary (my darling wife) without 
who's help in taking the phone calls whilst I 
am working, the archives would not have 
gained the credibility that we have now.

Please let me stress that as Archivist, I am 
the "holder only" of the Ferguson Club's 
archive material. When talking, I do tend to 
say that "I have" in the archives, which 
should be understood as WE HAVE, you the 
members and myself are all guardians of this 
material.

In saying this, I am pleased to say that the 
archives are getting used by the members, I

Report
have photocopied more information this year 
than ever before. This could be that more 
material has been placed in the archives, and 
the members are now realising that the 
archives have a use.

We do make a small charge of £3.00 plus 
postage, this works out at around £5.00 to the 
Ferguson Club's archive funds.

As I have said before we are about ten 
years behind in the Club's archives and fifty 
years behind Harry Ferguson, but with more 
effort we will get there. It's the different or 
unusual things we need, even if it's only a 
photograph, it all helps.

My son in his wisdom, has now started to 
build an archive of vineyard / narrow tractor 
information, which has turned out to be a 
source of information to a few members.

Thank you all for your support.

Alan Dunderdale
Archivist

The internet has also turned out to be a 
source of information for The Ferguson Club, 
and has become a contact point, used by 
many people mostly from overseas, this is 
becoming a two way transfer, I have 
answered their questions, and have been 
promised and sent information in return.

Our web page has been changed and is in 
the process of being totally rebuilt again with 
more information available, photographs of 
the Chairman and Executive Committee, sale 
items, and a "open sales/wants page", with a 
charge of £10.00 to place things on our site on

The Internet
the web.

This only involves Keith or myself a small 
amount of work to keep up to date, but could 
bring a good revenue, or could be a flop, but 
as it's cost us nothing so far, we've not a lot to 
lose.

I have linked our page with one of our 
advertisers, so when someone views their 
page, they are told of the Ferguson Club; they 
are in turn in a "Vintage Tractor Ring" which 
most of the USA members visit for parts etc, 
so we should get more viewings from this.
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Report on the 2nd Bronte Vintage Gathering
This year we again held our Vintage 

Gathering at Cullingworth, West Yorkshire. 
After last year's success, despite an almost 
continual downpour, we decided on a 2 day 
event this time. This made life much easier 
for the organisers as everyone did not arrive 
at the same time.

The theme was Ferguson tractors and 
Albion wagons. We were pleased to welcome 
21 Fergies and 4 Albions and there was an 
excellent turnout in all sections. Mr D 
Mitchell of Guisely brought his 1920 Fowler 
Steam Tractor "Crimson Rambler" which has 
been in his family since 1956, and there was 
also a number of Miniatures.

We were blessed with two sunny days and

reasonably warm days although it had 
rained for most of the previous week right up 
to Friday evening. Luckily the field is one 
which dries out quickly and only a few 
people needed to be towed in on the first day.

We have tried to concentrate on 
"entertainment for the whole family" not just 
for the Vintage enthusiasts, so there were a 
lot of trade and craft stalls and roundabout, 
swings and mini motorbikes for the children. 
There was also a number of on-going 
attractions in different parts of the field, a 
Sheepdog Trial which went on all day, a 
demonstration of Trials Bike riding by a 
group called DMS, Line and Morris dancing, 
rides on a Model Railway and also on a

Line Up (L to R): A. Driver, Wilsden - TEA 20, Unknown, }. R. Groves*, Oxen hope - TEA 20, 
S. Lawson, Farnley - FE 35, S. Snowdon, Stanhury - TEF 20.

(* = Member) Photo: R. Groves

8
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beautifully restored miniature double decker 
bus belonging to the local Rotary Club.

We were given a lot of items for the raffle 
but we felt that a number of them were too 
good to raffle. It was decided to hold an 
auction and thanks to the efforts of a 
professional auctioneer this raised over 
£ 1000.

In the ring there were the usual vehicle 
parades, and also a Dog Obedience display 
and a demonstration of Sheepdog handling 
using ducks. The final display was of some 
lovely horses, from a small leading rein pony 
through to the mighty shires, the children 
really loved these.

The Ferguson Club very kindly gave 
commemorative plaques to all the Fergie 
owners, but I am afraid that the turn out of

Club members was very low. We have about 
30 members in West Yorkshire, of whom only 
4 or 5 turned up, despite everyone having 
received entry forms via the Journal. I hope 
Alan does better with his working day in 
September.

We gave £4500 to Manorlands, a Sue 
Ryder home in Oxenhope, three times more 
than we raised for them in 1998. The money 
is being used to buy some special cushions 
which prevent bedsores and the rest for 
patient care. Please come next year and help 
us make it £10,000, because without 
exhibitors there will be no public and no 
monies.

3rd Bronte Vintage Gathering on 
May 6th & 7th 2000.

John Groves

Line Up (R to L): 1. H. Reddihough - MF 65 M kl. 2. TEF 20. 3. /. Watson* - TED 20.
5.M F130. 6. C  Reed, Thirsk - MF 35 P.TVO. 7. P. Bucknell - TEF 20 

(* = Member) Photo: R. Groves

4. TEF 20.
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CLUB MERCHANDISE
We have in stock:....................................................................................................................................................£ Sterling
Rubber Bonnet Strip for TE/TO 20 & 30 incl. rivets................................................................................................£8.50
Ferguson Club Pin Badge (State silver, gold or blue)..............................................................................................£3.00
Ferguson Implement Transfers......................................................................................................................................£3.25
Air Cleaner Fuel Tank Transfers for TE 2 0 ...............................................................................................................£2.50
Ferguson 'A' (Ferguson Brown) Oil Filter Transfers................................................................................................£3.00
Ferguson Club Rubber Tipped Pencil........................................................................................................................£0.60
Ferguson Club Eraser (with Club Logo)................................................................................................................... £1.00
Fluffy Bugs (Ferguson Club Logo) Blue, Grey, W hite........................................................................................... £0.65
Tax Disc Holders (Ferguson Club Logo)................................................................................................................... £0.75
Replica Implement Plates incl. rivets........................................................................................................................... £4.00
TE 20 Commission Plates incl. rivets........................................................................................................................... £7.50
Ferguson Club Card ( snow scene Ford Ferguson Tractor Pkt of 5 ) ................................................................... £2.00
Ferguson Club Card ( Ferguson & Hammer Mill Pkt of 5 ) ...................................................................................£2.00
Ferguson Club Log Sheet...............................................................................................................................................£1.30
Book "Harry Ferguson" (inventor & pioneer by Colin Fraser) Paperback........................................................ £9.95
Ferguson Club Plaques (aluminium)........................................................................................................................... £3.50
Ferguson Tractor Video.................................................................................................................................................£15.95
Ford Ferguson Tea Tow el...............................................................................................................................................£3.50
Ford Ferguson P.V.C. Apron.......................................................................................................................................... £5.50
Ferguson System Sign (foamex) 22" x 11"...............................................................................................................£12.00
Ferguson System Sign ( self adhesive) 22" x 11".................................................................................................... £10.00
Ferguson System Sign ( vinyl with eyelets) 22" x 1 1 " ........................................................................................... £9.00
Ferguson Club Woven Badge........................................................................................................................................ £3.00
Ferguson System Woven Badge....................................................................................................................................£3.00
Ferguson Club T ie ..........................................................................................................................................................£12.00

Above prices include U.K. postage and packing. Please enquire for overseas orders.

Tractor Cover in heavy duty green canvas with eyelets...............................................................£50.00 + £5.00 p&p
Tractor Cover with head light pockets in heavy duty green canvas with eyelets................. £58.00 + £5.00 p&p
Kitchen Clock Ferguson Club Logo..................................................................................................£16.99 + £4.00 p&p
Replica Showroom Clock Sign 18"x31" (This item cannot be posted - ring for details).............................. £46.00

Glass items below please add £2.00 for postage and packing. If overseas please enquire.
Engraved Glass Paperweight, depicts a Ferguson TE 2 0 ...................................................................................... £15.00
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard, depicts a Ferguson TE 20 with Hammer M ill....................................... £19.50
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard, depicts a Ferguson TE 20 with 30cst Trailer......................................... £19.50
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard, depicts a Ferguson TE 20 with Saw B en ch ........................................... £19.50
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard, depicts a Ferguson TE 20 with Beet Topper......................................... £19.50
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard, depicts a Ferguson TE 20 with Disc Plough......................................... £19.50
Engraved Glass Half Pint Tankard, depicts a Ferguson TE 20 with Tiller...................................................... £19.50

Journals & Newsletters - Back Issues
Volume 1 no 1, 2, 3, 4 Photocopies £2.00 Volume 5 no 3 Original £1.50
Volume 2 no 1 , 2 , 3  Photocopies £2.00 Volume 6 no 1 , 2 , 3  Original £1.50
Volume 3 no 1, 2 Photocopies £2.00 Volume 7 no 1, 2 Coloured Copies £2.00
Volume 3 no 3 Original £1.50 Volume 8 no 1 Original £1.50
Volume 4 no 1 ,2  Original £1.50 Issue 23 Original £3.00
Volume 4 no 3 Photocopies £2.00 Issue 24 Original £4.00
Volume 5 no 1, 2 Photocopies £2.00

Please add p&p £0.50 for each volume or issue

Cheques must be in £ Sterling and payable to "The Ferguson Club" with your telephone number in case of 
any problems regarding your order. Orders should be posted to; The Ferguson Club, Anne Halstead, Ash 
Farm House, Joys Bank, Holbeach St. Johns, Spalding, Lines PE12 8SD. Tel: 01406 540224. 
or to: Grace Popplewell, Brookfield, Station Road, Snelland, Lines LN3 5AA. Tel: 01673 885330.
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To Hell — And Back!
"Yes Madam, it is possible to travel from 

Trondheim to Undersaker by train, but first 
of all 1 must tell you to go to Hell". 
Fortunately, we'd been to Hell before, so Jane 
found Trondheim Airport Information 
Desk's rather unusual instruction not in the 
least unusuah but all part of the joys of travel, 
which for us meant joining the Trondheim to 
Stockholm express at the colourfully named 
station of Hell, the nearest station to 
Trondheim airport!

Our appointment with "Auld Nick" all 
started with Jane and I playing our yearly 
"winter's almost here, where shall we go ski
ing ritual". This involves Jane accumulating 
vast numbers of glossy ski holiday 
brochures, making lots of phone calls and 
enquiries over the internet, reading out the 
most interesting snippets from the brochures 
in the hope that I'll show some interest, and 
me, doing my best to pretend I'm not

interested, didn't hear, we can't afford it. I'm 
too old to ski, etc, etc. This time however, 
Jane had an ace up her sleeve! "What about 
Sweden?", she mentioned casually one 
breakfast-time. (Do all women have this 
ability to attack when we men are seldom at 
our best?) "There's a good resort called Are, 
isn't that near where Lars Johan lives?" (Ah, 
the guile and cunning of the fair sex, 
especially so early in the day). A week's ski
ing, tied in with the opportunity to meet our 
most northerly Club member Lars Johan 
Mansson and find out about Ferguson in 
Sweden - hook, line and sinker, got me again, 
game set and match to Jane! After that, the 
rest was easy, (including finding out that Lars 
Johan was working as a ski lift operator at 
Are!).

Almost before I knew what was 
happening, it was the end of March and there 
we were on the platform at Hell. A couple of

ip*'

Photo supplied by Mr K. Lenihan (Membership No: 2744) 
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hours of sedate climbing from sea level up 
the spectacular scenery of the Norwegian 
coastal mountains and there we were at 
Undersaker and surprise, surprise a Fergie 
complete with transport box (reputedly once 
owned by the King of Sweden) and Lars 
Johan, ready to transport our luggage to the 
local inn, our Swedish home for the first two 
days of our holiday. Those two days passed 
by most agreeably - a short tour of the area 
(studded tyres a necessity on the still snow 
and ice covered roads) stopping off now and 
then to look at things of interest, including 
Fergies - a chance for Jane to sunbathe on a 
handy log pile, while the boys disappear into 
yet another shed to pore over yet more grey- 
painted metal, a break from ski-ing to devour 
freshly made waffles, smothered in whipped 
cream and cloudberry jam and a most 
convivial evening with Lars Johan, his 
parents and sister and more Fergie-chat.

The Swedish Ferguson importers, AB 
Farming, Nykoping developed a whole 
range of implements I had not seen before, 
especially for Swedish conditions. Not 
surprisingly, many of these were timber 
handling equipment - timmersax - timber 
tongs fitted to the three-point linkage, 
similar to the Hydratongs featured in Journal 
31. Timmerkalke - a linkage-mounted ski-

based implement for dragging logs (later 
versions allowed the weight of the load to be 
transferred on to the tractor rear wheels in 
bad going). Rossundoning - special timber 
trailers, fitted either with skis or twin
wheeled bogies. Svenska slapvagner - a 
Swedish version of the Ferguson 3 ton trailer, 
but offering 3 way tipping, cranes, winches, 
sump guards, spark-arrester exhausts, front 
mounted fork lift and the, almost essential in 
such snowy conditions, halvband - half
tracks and skis, as used in Antarctica. Tm 
working hard on Lars Johan to persuade him 
to do an article on Fergusons in Sweden, 
there's just so much of interest for Club 
members world wide!

My souvenir of the trip is the truly 
marvellous "Ferguson i Sverige - 1947 - 57", 
a history of Ferguson in Sweden written by 
Sture Tufveson, who worked for AB Farming 
from 1952 to 1986. Despite its main drawback 
of being written in Swedish, the book is 
lavishly illustrated, showing all the 
fascinating implements and adaptations for 
Ferguson in Sweden. Regrettably, to my 
knowledge, no comparable book has yet 
been produced about Ferguson in the UK or 
other parts of the world.

Lawrence Jamieson
Member 1223
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Treasurers Report for the General Comm ittee Meeting  
held at Holbeach St John’s - 23rd January, 1999

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee
I am pleased to report the balance figure at the Bank of Scotland has recently been bolstered 

by £3000 plus interest, put aside in the past to meet any tax demands by the Inland Revenue, 
now settled. The financial state of our club is at present stronger than it has ever been, with 
approximately 1000 member support, the much improved image of our Journal must now be 
continued in readiness for the 21st Century, with improvement to format linked to more 
diverse articles of media interests our main aim; combined with planned efforts for bigger and 
better Rally meetings, outings etc., the Committee voting for more investment in that direction. 
The magazines of tomorrow must never be allowed to decline, the roots of our club go back 
furthest and still the best.

Word has come to my attention that Anne Halstead is shortly to relinquish her post in order 
to find more time to run her shop. I should like to take this opportunity to extend heartfelt 
thanks on her unbounded enthusiasm she has given the club over the past and will be surely 
missed. A truly wonderful person and a pleasure to have been honoured with her support and 
time given to the club and merchandise.

I apologise for my non attendance which is beyond my control, and wish you all a successful 
meeting.

Richard Heal
Treasurer

Mid Norfolk Fergipart
TOP QUALITY

Massey Ferguson 65 
Grilles and Centres 
NOW AVAILABLE

Not to  be con fused  w ith  ch eap er im ita tions
A lso  e x te n siv e  se lectio n  o f n e w  p a rts  fo r T E  2 0 , 35 , 135 , 65 , 
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F ree C atalo g u e A vailable  - V isitors by a p p o in tm e n t o n ly
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Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1998
1998 1997

Notes
CURRENT ASSETS

£ £ £ £

Stocks of finished goods 
Bank of Scotland current a/c 
Bank of Scotland high int a/c 
Fleming reserve account 
Ulster account

6,839
19,797
3,300

393

5,408
12.874
3,103

393

30,329 21,778

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accruals 698 471

698 471

NET CURRENT ASSETS 29,631 21,307

29,631 21,307

ACCUMULATED FUNDS
At 1 January 1998 
Profit for the year

21,307
8,324

13,939
7,369

29,631 21,307

Approved by the officials o f the Ferguson Club on 24 April 1999 and signed on its behalf by: 
I Halstead Esq., Chairman, R Heal Esq., Treasurer, H Turkington Esq., Secretary

Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts 
for the Year Ended 31st December, 1998

1998 1997

INCOME
Membership Subscriptions 
Merchandise Sales 
DVLA Donations 
Advertising

COST OF SALES
Stocks at 1 January 1998 
Purchases

Stocks at 31 December 1998

GROSS PROFIT

5,408
4,162

9,570
6,839

84.6%

13,466
4,070

123
114

17,773

(2,731)

15,042

3,772
3,600

7,372
5,408

90.9%

16,393
4,698

98
391

21,580

(L964)

19,616
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Trading and Profit and Loss Accounts 
for the Year Ended 31st December, 1998 (continued)

1998 1997

EXPENSES
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Wages and salaries (excl. N.I.)
Insurance - premises costs
Repairs and maintenance
Ploughing Trophy
R O. Box
Photocopying
Stationary and office items
Trade stand
Telephone
General postage

£ £ £

20
239 236
114 141
98 136
52 52

- 148
948 378
57 137
64 138

538 447

2,110 1,813
MAGAZINE
Production costs 2,807 6,877
Postage 1,673 2,217
Related travel - 114

4,480 9,208
COST OF MEETINGS
Pre - AGM expenses - 23
AGM supplements and meeting 160 608
AGM supplement postage - 272
Related travel 19 24

179 927

Carried forward 8,273 7,648

Brought forward 8,273 7,648

Accountancy 470 470
Club Archives 77 38
Bank Charges - 29
Sundry expenses - allowable 104 215
Corporation Tax 377 -

7,245 6,896

INTEREST RECEIVED
Bank Interest 1,079 472

8,324 7,368
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Another piece for the timber tongs jigsaw 
- see Journal 31 page 49-50. "Timmersax", 
timber tongs was just one of the specialist 
timber implements offered for sale in 
Sweden by the importers AB Farming. 
Nykoping. This photo of timmersax in 
operation in Scotland after the destructive 
storm of 31 January to 1 February 1953 comes 
from the 1999 Swedish Grey Fergie calendar.

According to "Ferguson i Sverige", by Sture 
Tufvesson, "after a demonstration to the 
Forestry Commission, a Ferguson agent in 
Buckburn (could this be Bucksburn, 
Aberdeen?) imported six TE 20's complete 
with timber tongs, timber drags, 
sump/radiator guards and half-tracks".

Lawrence Jamieson 
Member 1223

From
Ian Halstead

50 years later and still got a 
straight eye for drilling. This 
picture is of Dick Dowdswell, 
Spring 1999 at Holbeach St. 
John's, Lincolnshire.
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Tool Box Tally
We've ail heard about the famous 

Ferguson spanner, but what else was 
provided in the tool box of a brand new TE 
20? After a lot of head scratching and list 
making, I came upon what should be the 
definitive answer totally by chance in where 
I should have looked in the first place - the 
TE 20 Operators Parts List! According to my 
1957 copy, spark ignition models had the 
following nine (or ten) items:

Screwdriver 
Bar - Tommy 
Spanner - tube - plug 
Spanner - tube 7/16" Hex.
Wrench - adjustable
Wrench - 5/16" x 3/8" Hex. open end
Wrench - 7/16" x 5/8" Hex. open end
Gun - grease
Pliers
Wrench - 5/16" x 3/8" socket screw 
(up to tractor 330.043)

Likewise, TE-F models had the following 
twelve (or thirteen) items:

Driver - screw
Bar - Tommy
Spanner - tube
Wrench - adjustable
Wrench - 5/16" x 3/8" Hex.
Spanner - tube - plug 
Wrench - 7/16" x 5/8" Hex.

Gun - grease 
Pliers
Wrench - 5/16" x 3/8" socket screw 
(up to tractor 330.043)
Spanner - special ring 
Spanner - open ended 
(7/16" Whit. X 5/16" Whit. Hex.)
Spanner - open ended
(1/4" Whit. X 7/16" Whit. American)

Just a final couple of thoughts. What 
change was made to tractors after serial no. 
330.043 which no longer necessitated the use 
of the 5/16" Allen key and what do you use 
the extra spanners for on a TE-F? (Answers to 
the Editor, please!) My Fergie spanner 
measure 11/16" x 1 11/16" AF, so which of 
the above is the famous Fergie spanner? Well, 
they must have measured nuts and bolts by 
the bolt diameter in those days, as measuring 
the diameter of bolts fitted with 11 /16" and 1 
11/16" nuts gives the answer - 7/16" x 5/8" 
Hex.

Happy hunting at roups and best of luck 
to anyone who wants to try and find all the 
original items for their tool box, or has 
someone got the lot already?

Lawrence Jamieson
Member 1123

Replica 6/FSA/24 Clock Sign
This sign, originally intended for interior 
showroom use, consists of a Perspex panel 
18" X 31" bearing the "Ferguson System" 
silhouette in blue. Incorporated in the rear 
wheel of the silhouette is a battery clock.

Price: £46.00 -i- postage

Available from:
Mrs Anne Halstead Tel: 01406 540224 
Mrs Grace Popplewell Tel: 01673 885330

F a r m  B e t t e r .  F a r m  F a s t e r
w ith

\

FERGUSON SYSTEM
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W hen Stirling Mos

IN a fortnight in which Formula 
One teams are flaunting their 
new designs and technical 
quirks, it is interesting to look 
back to when Stirling Moss 
made racing history, outdriving 
the field in the rain to win the 
non-championship Formula One 
Cold Cup at Oulton Park in 1961 
in the revolutionary four-wheel- 
drive Ferguson P99.

It was the first and only For
mula One race won by a four- 
wheel-drive car and also the last 
Forn:uia One race won by a car 
with the engine in the front.

Irish tractor millionaire, 
Harry Ferguson, championed 
the cause of four-wheel drive 
and his research and develop
ment company built a Formula 
Oii^ « ar to d>: :nor»strate the 
advantages of all-wheel traction 
but it was too late. Front- 
engined cars had been 
superseded.

The previous two world titles 
in 1959 and 1960 had been won 
by rear-engined Coopers, so the 
Moss victory in the Ferguson 
was a hiccup°ln history, but his
tory nevertheless.

The car had three differen- . 
tials: front, rear and a mid- 
located differential that would 
lock if either the front wheels or 
the back oiitsped each other. 
Moss was fascinated by the 
Ferguson.

*Tt was completely different to 
driving a rear-engined car, and 
obviously the fact that all four 
wheels were driven and that 
there was power as well as cor-

Stirling to th.e four... Moss it
nering load being applied to the 
front wheels, asked the driver 
questions which initially per
haps he could not answer very 
intelligently.”

Rob Walker had entered the 
car for Moss at Oulton Park and 
he entered it again in the 1963 
New Zealand series, fitted with a 
2.5-litre four-cylinder Coventry- 
Climax engine.

Graham Hill, who was then the
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s led from the front

L iiis Ferguson at Oulton Park in 1961 P krtu ro ; L U D V IG S E N  L IB R A R Y

new world champion, suffered 
clutch failure on the second lap 
of the New Zealand Grand Prix 
but soldiered on to within a lap 
Of the finish before the trans
mission failed. Hill, exhausted 
and unaccustomed to the heat 
from the front-mounted engine, 
said it had been “like racing a 
stove"’.

Inncs Ireland raced the Fergu
son to third place at Levin and at

Teretonga, but the car expired 
with severe overheating on the 
Wigram airfield circuit. “Every 
guage that wasn’t reading 212 
degrees was reading zero,” 
reported Ireland, also severely 
overheated.

The gallant old Ferguson is 
now on display at the Donington 
Collection.

EOIN YOUNG
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The anti-spin and anti-iock mechanisms 
described by Charles Bulmer B .S c., A .F .R J^e .S .

D u al-purpose— a car in tended  
to  se t n ew  standards in  road

ho ld ing  and road safety and 
yet to  have traction, ruggedness 
and g ro u n d  clearance m aking it  

equa lly  a t home o f f  the road.
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WE described the Ferguson single-seater racing car in July, 
1961, and the estate car prototype, forerunner of the models 
featured in our road test, later in the same month. Since 

that time the special Ferguson features and principles have remained 
basically unaltered but there has been a great deal of development; 
these changes, which are found mainly in the transmission and 
brakes, we shall describe below to bring the story up to date, but 
before doing so it would be as well to outline very briefly the reasons 
why the car takes the particular shape and form it does.

It will be remembered that four-wheel drive is an essential part 
of the design and this demands a longitudinal propeller shaft extend
ing from front to back. Clearly, the engine is then most easily 
accommodated if it goes right at the front, ahead of the front final 
drive unit or right at the back behind the rear drive; it could, of 
course, go anywhere between if it were mounted above the shaft 
but this would be less economical of space and probably raise the 
centre of gravity.

Now with the Ferguson transmission it makes no difference to 
traction or braking power which end you put it— most of the old 
arguments in favour of one arrangement or the other become in
valid. There remains, however, the effect of weight distribution on 
road holding and cornering; with a forward weight bias stability 
on the straight, in cross-winds and on corners is easier to achieve 
without resort to extremes in suspension design which usually carry 
undesirable penalties and side-effects.

So the engine was put at the front, leaving the maximum accom
modation for luggage and also making it possible to use a body of 
estate car pattern with a low rear floor level; a type which many 
designers now regard as the normal family body of the future. With 
this layout an engine of minimum length is desirable to reduce front 
overhang and of minimum overall height for forward visibility and 
to harmonize with modern low-fronted styling. Both considerations 
suggested a flat four or six and for an engine capacity around 2.2- 
litres, the former was thought entirely adequate.

Regarding the Ferguson as a car designed for the near future, it 
would have been an anachronism to have anything but independent 
suspension all round, or a near-equivalent like de Dion. The front 
suspension is by the usual unequal length transverse wishbones 
with coil spring/damper units mounted very high and bearing on the

outer pan of the upper wishbone, very much like the Triumph 1300. 
Rear suspension is shown in Figure I. Geometrically it is closely 
related to the almost standardized type used by modern Grand 
Prix cars: mechanically it is engineered in a sturdier way more 
appropriate to a touring vehicle.

Ordinary cross-ply tyres were used at first but when it became 
clear that radial-ply covers offer higher cornering power, higher 
cruising speeds at standard pressures without overheating and 
better grip on slippery surfaces, a car dedicated to safety could 
hardly ignore them. Adapting the suspension to accept their dif
ferent characteristics without excessive harshness and road noise 
has been a development headache.

.A steel body/chassis unit of conventional construction com
pletes the design, the general layout being shown in the plan-view

C ontinued on the next page
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fig. 1 The independent rear suspension is strong but simple.



The Ferguson R5 
prototype continued

drawing (Figure 2). We have made no attempt to describe the car 
in great detail because its main purpose is to provide a vehicle of 
sufficiently modern design and performance to demonstrate the 
virtues inherent in the transmission and braking systems.

Transm ission
This is best described in two separate parts— first the semi-auto
matic gearbox and then the four wheel drive and special centre- 
differential assembly. The whole assembly is shown diagrammatic- 
ally in Figure 3.

From the engine flywheel, the drive goes directly to the Ferguson- 
Terramala hydraulic torque converter which has an unusually wide 
conversion range— it can give torque multiplication ratios as high 
as 2.7-3 when starting from rest. In previous designs a two speed 
epicyclic gearbox (like an overdrive) was interposed between the 
engine and the converter, an unusual arrangement with interesting 
characteristics but rather expensive.

Ferguson estimate that to add a torque converter to a conven
tional synchromesh gearbox involves only half the extra cost of 
replacing it with a fully automatic transmission, particularly as the 
gap-bridging effect of a converter makes it necessary to have only 
three speeds instead of four.

This, as the drav-ing shows, is what they have done. A conven
tional foot-operated friction clutch is retained between the two to 
separate them for gear changing— otherwise gear changing on the 
move would be impossible or very destructive— but, o f course, this 
clutch need not be used for take-off from rest. The car can there
fore be driven as a two pedal vehicle (in one gear) in towns or open

at very high efficiency in an oil bath. This chain drives the planet 
cage of an ordinary differential and the two sun wheels are con
nected to the front and rear final drives respectively. Up to this point, 
therefore, we have an ordinary four-wheel drive system delivering 
equal torques to front and rear but with nothing to stop the wheels 
at one end spinning.

The special feature o f the Ferguson drive is best illustrated by a 
simplified diagram (Figure 4). This shows the main drive taken from 
the input shaft to the differential cage, as before, but in addition two 
more gears o f different ratio are also connected from the input to 
the output shafts. This can only work because the gears on the 
output shafts are mounted on free wheels (one-way roller clutches) 
which allow them to rotate at higher speeds. If, however, either 
of these output shafts speeds up to the same r.p.m. as the gear 
running on it, the free wheel will lock up solid and prevent any further 
increase. So the centre differential will allow the front wheels to 
rotate faster than the back (or vice versa) but only between certain 
limits o f rotational speed dictated by the ratios o f the two additional 
gear sets.

In the Ferguson car this principle is retained but the layout is 
different (Figure 3) in that the control gears and clutches are physic
ally sited all on one side o f the centre differential; this is more con
venient because o f the large centre distance between input and 
output shafts. In this application the gear A is driven directly from 
the differential cage, the front drive propeller shaft passing freely 
through the middle o f it. It follows then that A and B and the whole 
“ duolok” layshaft are in effect coupled directly to the input from 
the gearbox; by using the two free-wheeling gears on this layshaft 
to control the speed o f the front propeller shaft within limits (which 
will be a little more or a little less than that o f the differential cage) 
exactly the same effect is achieved as with the simple system of 
Figure 4. In this case the free wheels will operate in opposite rota
tional directions; for reversing they have to be put out o f action 
altogether otherwise they lock up solid.

INPUT SHAFT
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country or a three pedal machine for maximum performance but, 
in any case, the wide-ratio converter reduces to a minimum the 
necessity for gear changing.

The centre differential
The offset between the gearbox output shaft and the drive shaft 
line is bridged by a twin duplex Reynolds roller chain drive running

a c tu a l layou t) o f  the  
Ferguson d ifferentia l. The 
drive  is  tra n sm itte d  th ro u g h  
the  cen tra ! gea r set- to  the  
d iffe re n tia l cage: the  o th e r  
tw o  gears on  th e  tw o  o u tp u t  
sha fts  are driven a t a h ig h e r  
spee d  and  id le on  th e ir  
free -w hee ls . B u t i f  e ith e r  
sh a ft accelerates to the  
sam e speed as the  gea r 
revo lv ing  on it, the  free  
w h e e l locks and p reven ts  
an y  fu rth e r increase.

f ig . 3 The ac tua l in te r 
re la tio nsh ip  o f the  various  
tran sm iss ion  com pone n ts  is  
il lu s tra te d  in  th is  d iag ram  
a n d  described  in  the  text. 
N o te  the  M axa re t u n it on 
the  extrem e right.
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So for steering purposes or to accommodate variations in tyre 
diameter one pair o f road wheels can rotate slightly faster than the 
other but as soon as one or more wheels try to spin, the control 
action comes into effect by prohibiting the large relative speeds 
involved. It is, of course, still possible to spin all four wheels or, in 
special circumstances, to spin one front and one back wheel 
simultaneously.

On slippery comers splitting the driving load between all four 
wheels enables a skilled driver to use a great deal of power without 
any danger o f producing a sudden breakaway at one end o f the 
car— perhaps more to the point it enables an unskilled driver to 
be as ham-footed as he likes in these circumstances without dire 
results. Although the arrangement we have described gives a 50/50 
torque split between front and rear wheels, this is not an essential 
feature o f the design and by replacing the ordinary centre differ
ential with one of different pattern it is possible to divide the 
torque in other proportions. The Jensen F F , for example, has an 
epicyclic differential passing 63%  o f the drive torque to the rear 
and 37%  to the front; in this way normal handling characteristics 
can be modified without prejudicing the speed limiting effect which 
will override other considerations when abnormal (incipient 
wheelspin) conditions are reached.

Now the intercoupling o f front and rear operates, of course, in 
deceleration as well as in acceleration. It is not effectively possible 
for a single wheel to lock unless all four do so or, at the very least,

f ig . 2 Engine a n d  tran sm iss ion  layout.

spring drive of limited torque capacity. A sudden angular decelera
tion, of the kind which accompanies wheel locking, collapses the 
spring drive and the relative (angular) movement between the 
flywheel and its drive shaft is used to operate valves which auto
matically unload the brake hydraulic line pressure before locking 
actually happens. In this way the braking can be controlled to 
oscillate (or “cycle”) around the region o f maximum braking 
without allowing rotation to stop.

In the form used by aircraft for many years, each landing wheel 
has its own Maxarel operating independently on the very high 
pressure hydraulic supply to that wheel. The centre differential 
of the Ferguson allows one Maxaret to operate all four brakes 
since, as we have already pointed out, single wheel locking is 
prevented. This means a considerable saving in cost. But in its 
original form it still needed the high pressure hydraulic supply 
which cars in general do not possess (Citroen and Rolls-Royce 
are exceptions) and which would be very expensive to fit.

The development o f the system to use a vacuum servo and 
ordinary direct hydraulic brake operation is the significant 
accomplishment o f the last few years in evolving towards a design 
which is economically as well as technically possible; the current 
layout is shown in the simplified diagram o f Figure 5.

The brake pedal acts directly on a tandem master cylinder 
feeding separate front and rear brake hydraulic circuits. A large 
direct acting servo— a standard Kelsey Hayes unit made under
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unless another wheel locks at the other end of the car. But either 
of these occurrences can be prevented entirely in normal circum
stances by the Dunlop Maxaret control unit— Figure 3 shows its 
location in the Ferguson layout.

Braking system
We have described the Maxaret unit before on several occasions. 
It contains a small flywheel which is driven (in this application) 
at input shaft speed (or at some fixed fraction of this speed) by a

licence by Dunlop— is coupled to the pedal operating rod. All 
this is standard practice.

In the “off” position vacuum is present on both sides of the 
seiTO diaphragm because the two chambers A and B are in direct

C o n tinued  on the  next page

f ig . 5 The la test, m u ch  less expensive b ra k in g  system  
has been deve loped  to  w o rk  w ith  an o rd in a ry  vacuum  
servo in s te a d  o f  a h ig h  p ressure  p o w e re d  hyd ra u lic  system .

TO  M A N IF O L D

ALL-W EATHER VALVE

VA C U U M
BOOSTER

CONTRO L U N IT

TO FRONT BRAKES PRESSURE SW ITC H TO REAR BRAKES
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The Ferguson R5 
prototype continued

communication through the drilled passages and plate valves in 
the centre of the servo unit. First operation of the pedal seals off 
this connection and further pressure then pushes a plate valve off 
its seat to open a connection between C and B. Now C. at this 
stage, is at atmospheric pressure because it is in communication 
with the right hand chamber o f the control unit and this in turn is 
connected to atmosphere via the pipe running below it in the 
diagram.

So air is admitted to chamber B and the servo diaphragm is 
pushed to the left, assisting the driver’s own efforts on the pedal; 
the valve between B and C is so balanced that it closes again 
when the servo force reaches a certain value and in this way the 
assisting force is kept strictly in proportion to the driver’s own 
efforts. This, of course, is ordinary servo operation because at this 
stage, as indeed for all normal braking, the Maxaret control is 
inactive.

As soon as a wheel starts to lock the Maxaret contacts close 
and it sends an electrical signal to energize the solenoid in the 
control unit. This moves the double shuttle valve from the 
position shown (at the right-hand end of its travel) hard over to the 
left which cuts off the connection between the vacuum reservoir 
and chamber A and transfers it instead (via the control valve) 
to C and thence to B: at the same time A is connected to atmo
sphere so that the net result of the Maxaret intervention is to 
reverse the pressure and vacuum conditions on the servo diaphragm. 
It then pushes against the driver’s foot, forcing the brake off again 
until such time as the ’‘locking” signal ceases and the solenoid 
allows the control valve to return to the right hand position under
«;nrino

Facts and fallacies
Perhaps the impression has got around that the Ferguson- 
Maxaret combination is infallible— the complete answer to all 
skidding problems and a device which makes brakes super- 
normally effective. This is only true up to a point and it is 
certainly a wider claim than its sponsors would make for it. It 
might be as well to look more closely at its limitations as well as 
its virtues.

Its greatest virtue is safety because on all normal wet or dry 
road conditions, both on the straight and on corners, it will allow 
even a novice driver to react to an emergency in the most panic- 
stricken way without losing control o f the car. We needn’t stress 
this point any more because it emerges clearly enough from the 
road test. As regards actual stopping distances, it makes little 
difference from very low speeds or even from high speeds on 
dry roads. On wet roads it is a different matter; on May 1, 1965 
we published some figures and graphs showing the tremendous 
difference in the available coefficient o f friction between tyre and 
road just before and just after the wheel locking point which may 
differ by a factor of 2 to 1; the Maxaret can keep the wheels 
oscillating around peak grip but no driver, however skilled, can do 
so. So the higher the speed and (up to a point) the more slippery 
the road the more dramatic the gains it can show.

It is not, however, really effective in such conditions as ice and 
snow. There are various reasons for this; the Maxaret unit has 
to allow quite rapid wheel deceleration on dry roads without 
coming into operation— the sort of deceleration that corresponds 
to a Ig stop with rotating wheels— only at appreciably higher
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In practice these alternations o f pressure and suction across the 
two sides of the diaphragm will occur very rapidly-— several times 
a second— to keep the brake hydraulic pressure fluctuating around 
the value which just corresponds to the locking peak. If the driver 
pushes harder still on the pedal, the servo will oppose his effort 
more strongly to keep the net force on the master cylinder the same.

There are a number of refinements and fail safe devices in the 
system. For example, a connection is shown to the lower part of 
chamber B through a non-return valve; this is not essential but it 
by-passes the valves and small passages between B and C and 
greatly speeds up the rate of pressure changes. Then there is a 
threshold pressure switch in the front brake hydraulic line which 
isolates the whole system electrically until the pedal is pressed 
and a little hydraulic pressure is developed. This prevents the 
Maxaret from energizing the solenoid in response to jerks in the 
transmission which can arise from gearchanging or even from 
exceptionally bad bumps or potholes. The latest developments are 
beginning to make this pressure switch redundant.

If a fault or short circuit developed either in the Maxaret or in 
the external wiring in such a way that the solenoid was energized 
inadvertently, it would be dangerous because the brakes would 
then be held off with full servo force. At the right-hand end of the 
control unit is the fail-safe valve which in these circumstances would 
experience a vacuum to the right of the small plate valve and atmo
spheric pressure to the left o f its diaphragm; the areas o f the valve 
and diaphragm are so calculated that the differential load across 
the valve would then be just sufficient to move it to the right against 
the seating provided, cutting off the vacuum supply to the servo 
diaphragm. Since simDar differential pressure conditions can exist 
for short periods in ordinary Maxaret use, a deliberate delay is 
built into the operation, the air to the left hand side o f the fail-safe 
diaphragm being supplied through a very small restrictor so that it 
neads about half a second for the pressure to rise high enough to 
push the valve across.

angular decelerations should it send a distress signal to the 
solenoid. On ice, wheel accelerations and decelerations tend to be 
low because of the small amount of braking used and the low 
grip. A Maxaret can be designed for these conditions but only 
by prejudicing its behaviour on surfaces with coefficients in the 
region of 0.25 to 1, on which the average motorist drives for 
nearly the whole time. At present an attempt is being made to 
extend this range by the use of the all-weather valve; we shall not 
describe this in detail but it acts as a variable restrictor in the 
line to chamber A, altering its own restriction in accordance 
with the vacuum in the line in order to slow down the re-applica- 
tion of the brakes. It is able to discriminate between road condi
tions because in dry weather you need little vacuum to take the 
brakes off sufficiently— in wet weather you need a lot more.

There is one other limitation in exceptionally slippery con
ditions and that is the possibility o f “pushing through” against 
maximum servo resistance. For example, taking the servo 
diaphragm area as 48 sq. in. and the maximum available depres
sion as 10 Ibysq. in., then the greatest force which the servo can 
exert against the driver is 480 lb. or, allowing for a mechanical 
brake pedal leverage o f about 3 to 1, say 130 lb. at the pedal. 
Since a strong driver may be able to exert 200 lb. in a panic, he 
could in fact overcome the serv’o and still apply a respectable 
braking effort. There are obvious ways of changing the para
meters to reduce this possibility but with production servos and 
master cylinder sizes giving adequate fluid volume it is not as 
easy as it would seem.

But even here, as in all slippery conditions expected or un
expected, the brake system operates as an early warning device; 
a driver o f any sensitivity will be warned by an early “kick-back” 
on the pedal that things are not what they seem to be.
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To be continued in next journal
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BONNETS • WINGS • GRILLES
IN COLOUR IMPREGNATED GRP, TO SUIT

• T20 • MF35 • MF65 • MF135
Admington Lane Farm - Admington
Shipston-on-Stour
Warks CV36 4JJ
England

Tel: 01789 450201
Fax: 01789 450394
E-mail: tractor@enterprise.net

Tractor P an els L im ited

FULL RANGE OF PARTS STOCKED FOR 

TE 20, 35 & 65 TRACTORS 

plus PARTS FOR FERGUSON IMPLEMENTS

Please contact Brian or Bob who have over 30 years experience 
with Massey-Ferguson Tractors and Equipment

Brian Dunn T R A C T O R  A N D  
PLANT S ERV ICES

§[§Perkins Engine Dealer

Kidderminster Road, Ombersley Nr Droitwich, Worcs WR9 OJH

Tel/Fax: 01905 621220
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Ferguson Narrow Tiller (or is it?)
whilst on the phone to 

Patrick Smith at Fergiland, he 
happened to mention that he 
had a Ferguson 7 tine grubber 
for sale, this would have gone 
nicely (or so I thought) 
behind my tractor as I have a 
1960 MF 35 vineyard with no 
implements. After about a 
week of trying to get the 
money together I finally set 
off. The following weekend 
we loaded the trailer on the 
car and set off. When we got 
there sitting in the yard was 
the tiny tiller, only one problem, the linkage 
is the same as the standard width implement 
and unfortunately would not fit on my 
tractor. Never the less it was loaded onto the 
trailer and we shot home. On the way we 
discussed drilling holes in the angle iron 
frame and moving the linkage points closer 
together, but as it was a rare implement we 
decided against this option. Just before we 
got home we called at our local MF dealer 
and purchased a set (7) of the original spec 
21/2 inch reversible points as it had no 
points on it. In the days to follow 5 of the 
points were fitted, the outer most legs of the 
tiller had worn right down to the bolt holes 
so needed new metal welding in, after that 
had been accomplished the two other points 
were bolted on successfully. Whilst this work 
was going on I had noticed three interesting 
points about it:-

1. The word 'REPUBLIC' was cast into the 
front bar.

2. Where the plate should have been there 
were 6 pins as opposed to the Ferguson 
4 pins.

3. The part number cast into the legs was 
BO-3820-A1.

Now even more confused, I used the 
Ferguson Club's archives to research and

The Ford-Ferguson 7 tine tiller - 9-BO-20

found that the first two letters of the part 
number signifies that it is 'Tiller (B), Overseas 
(O). Now I had come to the conclusion that it 
had been made in America and shipped over 
here. That was one of the three points sorted, 
now for the other two. With phone calls to a 
few knowledgeable members within the 
Ferguson Club we decided that the six pins 
were of the Ford-Ferguson era. Bingo, finally 
sorted! It is a Ford -Ferguson narrow frame 
Tiller. This was finally confirmed with the 
purchase of a book named 'Ford Tractors' by 
Chester Preston Jr. & Rod Beemer (well 
worth the read for any Ferguson enthusiast, 
contains a lot of Ferguson related 
information). That only left the first of the 
three points, but still no further with that 
point (any information will be greatly 
accepted).

It is believed that it was brought over to 
England in the war on the lease lend deal, 
and is probably one of the only examples in 
this country.

Unfortunately with this being the 
standard width hitching points it is no good 
for our vineyard and is now for sale, anyone 
interested in a Ford-Ferguson tiller designed 
for the Ferguson type narrow tractor, sensible 
offers around £250, please contact Keith on 
01226 386715 or 0780 3879977.

Keith Dunderdale
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The Bath and Wet Show
Surely one cannot but congratulate all 

involved in organising the setting up of the 
Ferguson Club stand at the above show held 
2 - 5  June this year. It was a magnificent 
display of some 27 tractors and even more 
implements. I understand that the display 
won second prize as a Trade Stand, even 
though the club understood it was unable to 
enter the competition! I would venture to 
suggest that there were more tractors on the 
club stand than the rest of the show put 
together. We paraded in the ring, 22 tractors, 
twice a day with a very good commentary 
explaining the progression of the Ferguson 
tractor and its implements from the Ford

Fergie through to the Massey 65 and French 
built 865 including the unique prototype. 
The weather was unkind to say the least and 
any dry spell was spent leathering off the 
tractors so as not to get a wet bum driving 
in the next parade. There was great interest 
in the stand with a steady flow of visitors 
many starting the conversation with "The 
first tractor I drove was a Fergie" or "I had 
one of these . . . ". The Bath and West Show 
is a show like so many of the big County 
Shows, too big to see it all in a day but very 
well worth the visit. Our Club stand was the 
Best.

Tony Patten. (No. 1934)

Dear Editor
The Ferguson Club at the Bath and West 1999

As a new Ferguson Club member it was 
with some trepidation that I responded to Ian 
Halstead's request last winter to contribute to 
a Club stand here in the South West. Let me 
tell you that the Officers of the club did the 
most fantastic job to arrange, put up and man 
one to the very best stands (a prize winner!) 
at one of the foremost agricultural shows in 
the UK. Ian Halstead, John Popperwell with 
their wives deserve the best of 
congratulations with many others. One was 
proud to belong to a club which could do so 
well.

The stand could not have been so 
impressive without, among other local 
members' machinery, the tractors of Michael 
Thorne and Harold Beer both from Devon. 
The display ranged from Ferguson 'A' made 
by the David Brown to MF 65. The range of 
implements from hammer mill to sub soiler 
included three different types of loader and 
muck spreader. The rural community will 
have well realised what a very effective and

representative display had been offered.

Ian Richings, the Gloucester West 
representative, did well. Not only did he 
come especially one Sunday in February to 
check me out but had an idea or two about 
what I needed to do before June. Then he 
rang in May to make sure all was well while 
yet neglecting his own tractor's demands. 
Fancy Lawrence Jamieson, membership 
secretary, visiting - from Sutherland. Of 
course, with such a display, new members 
signed up all the time and application forms 
seemed to leave the stand like confetti.

It rained every day but this dampened no 
spirits and merchandise sales by the ladies 
went on rain or shine. There are some pretty 
frightening lady marshals and bright 
commentators; pretty (good) drivers too even 
in the showers.

The Club were the invitees of The Royal 
Bath and West of England Society who 
welcomed the club in all they did for us. A
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big thank you for the fun everyone had is 
due. I can report that the Club more than 
repaid the Society's confidence in my

opinion.

Yours sincerely
Slater Reynolds.

K & P Adams -
Dear Editor,

Through the newsletter 1 would like to 
thank everyone at the Bath and West Show 
for all their kindness and consideration 
during the Ferguson Club Exhibition.

I was only running on one cylinder due to 
an injury and my Fergie, after years of 
carefree work and play, decided to join me, 
eventually packing in completely.

Member 850
On investigation, 1 have discovered the 

dynamo and regulator box have blown up, 
and 1 an now pondering whether to put it 
back to 6 volt or convert to 12 volt.

Many congratulations to . all who 
organised, contributed, and worked so hard 
to make this event so successful, despite such 
bad weather.

Yours sincerely
K Adams (No. 850)

COMPETITION TIME  
Now What on Earth could That Be?

This accessory, seen here fitted above the carburettor on Lars Johan Mansson's 
beautifully restored TE-D, was sold by AB Farming, Nykobing the Swedish Ferguson 
importers. Just what is its purpose?

A prize of a £10 voucher for Club merchandise is offered to the 
first correct answer drawn out of the hat.

Please send your entry to the Editor by 1st October 1999.
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FOR THE FERGUSON ENTHUSIAST
BOOK

Ferguson Implements and Accessories
-  John Farnsworth

This comprehensive title looks at the wide range of implements and accessories marketed 
under the Ferguson badge. The author gives historical coverage to the subject by 
reference to different eras of Ferguson tractor production, starting with the Ferguson 
Brown and finishing with Massey-Harri^-Ferguson.

192 pages 250 illustrations H/b £18.50

NEW! BO O K

The Massey Legacy -  
Volume One
~  John Farnworth

This highly illustrated two-volume book is the first comprehensive review of 
Massey's vast range of products. It covers Massey Ferguson, its predecessor 
companies and the extensive product range it has manufactured and marketed 
since 1847, running through the ages of the horse, steam, petrol and diesel. Each 
volume offers different topics through the full 150 years.
Volume One includes agricultural tractors and also: key people in company 
development, chronology, company and product promotion, cultivation equip
ment, planting equipment, pnce lists, sales data. The price lists and sales data 
will be a key resource for serious Massey enthusiasts.
John Famworth is a well-known Massey enthusiast and author of Ferguson Implements and Accessories. Volume Two 
of The Massey Legacy will be published in spring 1998, completing a major work of research in the UK, Canada and 
the USA

Approx. 448 pages 400 colour illustrations H/P £29.95

AVAILABLE NOVEMBER

BOOK The Ferguson Album
-  Allan T. Condie

Back again in limited softcover edition, this immensely popular title is essential reading for any 
Ferguson enthusiast. The full story of Ferguson is covered from early beginnings with David 
Brown up to Massey Ferguson in the early t970's. Implements, tractor senai numbers and 
model designations are included.

128 pages Well illustrated S/b £13.95

SERVICE MANUALS
Ferguson TE20 with standard petrol, V.O. lamp oil and standard 20c diesel 
engine. Massive volume -  all you want to know. 330 pages. £35.50.
FE-35, M-F 35, M-F 35X all engines. 350 pages. £31.00 
M*F 65, Perkins A4192/AD4 230 engines. 274 pages, £31.00

CLASSIC TRACTOR BOOKS
Dept. FC, Low Green Farm, Hutton, Driffield, E. Yorks Y025 9PX 

Tel: 01377 270209 • Mobile 0836 742619 • Fax 01377 271371

POSTS PACKING: 
ADD 10% PER ORDER

Orders over £35 post free. Overseas add 20% (£25,00 max.). 
Air Mail outside Europe at cost.

Payments by Cheque/RO. in steriing or AccessA/isa/Mastercard, 
____________stating number and card expiry date.___________
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Millennium Farm Power Association 

22nd - 23rd January, 2000
The venue will be the

Royal Highland Exhibition Hall, Ingliston, Edinburgh.

There will be tractors, engines and machinery 
from the past century.

Further details from John Melloy
Tel: 01738 710298

Turning the Clock Back 40 Years

The photograph, taken in late 
May this year, shows Willie Kay 
with Dunlop Brothers' TEF 
Ser.no.396423 drilling swede 
turnips at their farm at 
Auchengray, near Carnwath. 
Dunlop Brothers run a long 
established contracting business 
with modern tractors and 
implements.

John Gibson
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1956 Flooding Back
The Sunraysia Institute of TAPE & DCTV 

Productions, Mildura, Victoria, Australia 
produced a 24 minute long colour video.

It shows the story of the 1956 century- 
Floods in the Sunraysia District as depicted 
in visual images, memories and the 
magnificent "Fergie Tractor Rally" forty 
years on from Red Cliffs to Wentworth, 
September 1996.

By the way, TAPE Institute has got nothing 
to do with the TAPE Company still 
producing "MF 35" tractors in India. TAPE 
Institute stands for:

Technical
And

Further
Education

It is praiseworthy that Mr. Neil Adams 
allowed the use of "The Old Grey Pergie" 
song on the videotape.

The price of the video is AUD 35.00 plus 
postage (to my experience approx. AUD 
10.00). It may be ordered at:

Gambetta Library,
Sunraysia Institute of TAPE 
POBox 1904 
Mildura, Victoria 3502 
Australia
Phone: 050 - 223 758 
Fax: 050 - 223 798

The "Old Grey Fergie" song is:

Copyright Neil Adams, 1995 
Produced by Aussie Lullaby

CD and Cassette are distributed by:

BLACKMARKET MUSIC 
Melbourne

or direct from 03 - 9755 - 1185.

I came across the existence of this very 
special video when a grape grower of the 
former flood area told me about it. And the 
staff of the Mildura City Public Library, 
especially the staff member being in charge 
during the late evening open hour, she really 
tried everything possible to make available 
to me a copy within such a short time of my 
remaining stay in that district.

It is my intention to offer above 
information to the German speaking Club 
members likewise, by means of translating it 
for the Journal, when I have a little bit more 
time during the next weeks. The video and 
song of course are in English.

Kind regards
Karl-Heinz Kiunke

Lohkoppel 25 
22179 Hamburg 

Germany 
Tel and Fax 

040 - 641 9262

FO R TH  V A LLE Y  P L O U G H IN G
10 October, 1999 

Gorton Lea, Rosewell
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Tiirnberry National Road Run
The Ayrshire Vintage Tractor and 

Machinery Club in partnership with the 
National Vintage Tractor Road Run held the 
national road run in aid of charity on 4th 
April 1999 at Turnberry, Ayrshire.

On the Saturday evening prior to the road 
run a social evening was held in the Main 
Court Hotel, where in excess of 370 people 
enjoyed highland dancing, traditional 
Scottish music along with good Scottish fare.

The road run had an excess of 400 tractors 
taking part. The run itself was 26 miles with 
a mixture of off road, hill roads and main 
roads with a lunch stop half way.

Many Grey Fergies took part along with 
35's, 65's, 95's, 135's and a 1180, and to my

knowledge all arrived back under their own 
power.

An excess of £15,000 was raised for the 
three charities.

BBC showed clips of the event on 
Landward on 11th April.

Various companies in the UK are issuing 
videos.

This event seems to have broken all 
records for a gathering of this kind with 
tractor volumes, money raised and satisfied 
entrants along with the public at large.

Betty Lapsley, the main organiser of the 
event, has received not one complaint.

Robert J. S. Pettigrew

The National Road Run
A record number of tractors entered for 

the National Road Run which was organised 
this year by The Ayrshire Vintage Machinery 
Club. A total of 421 tractors took part in the 
run, with the Fergusons being well

represented. A total of £17,000 was handed 
over to three local charities.lt was a great 
effort by both the club and the drivers.

John Gibson

M-F TRACTORS BOUGHT & SOLD

New Spares, Tinwork, etc.
Also we supply - Pasture Toppers for TE 20 & 135 Tractors 

Special Offers on Seat Cushions & 9 Hole Linkage Drawbars

Contact: Simon Rigby - Tel: 01606 863793 
or Mobile: 0802 953752
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V intage Tractor Insurance
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

IN DEALING WITH TRACTOR AND FARM INSURANCE

For a competitive quotation and Independent Insurance advice on all your 
Farm & Motor Insurance requirements contact the specialists:-

Flarold Woolgar Insurance
35 High Street, Epworth, North Lincolnshire DN9 lEP  

Tel: 01427 873888 (6 lines) or Fax: 01427 873033

Member of the Farmers Independent Insurance Group and Farm Web Ltd

FERGUSON TRACTOR SPARES
NEW & USED

I am always breaking Ferguson TE-20 tractors for spares. 
Write or telephone for details and availability.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE AVAILABLE

C on tact: A & G Williams
Pen-y-Pyllau Hall Cottage, Pen-y-Pyllau, Brynford, 

Hollywell, Clwyd, Wales CHS 8HB.

Tel: 01352 712061
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Arnold Staples
In this issue I would like to begin by 

replying to Mr Field's letter (page 46 Spring 
Issue). I fully agree with his statement 
regarding the shaft and bushes. If they are 
worn the contact points will vary and / or be 
difficult to set. The reason why I did not 
draw attention to this matter is because in the 
past 50 years, I have never needed to replace 
any in Ferguson distributors (I have replaced 
many in other makes). Maybe I have been 
lucky, or perhaps they wear more in other 
parts of the world.

To continue the checking of the system we 
will now take a look at the 'Air Cleaner'. The 
purpose of this unit is, of course, to ensure 
only clean air enters the carburettor and so 
prevents wear. Figure 1 (diagram over page) 
shows a sectioned view of the unit and the 
direction of air flow through.

Air enters through the mesh at the top 
goes down the centre duct A and passes 
through the oil bath B and cleaner element C 
to the outlet pipe D and then via a pipe to the 
carburettor.

When the oil container at the base of the 
unit is filled to the correct level, the bottom of 
the centre duct A inside deflector ring E is 
immersed. The partially filtered air from the 
top mesh cover passing down the centre 
duct, must displace the oil contained in the 
ring in order to pass the cleaner element. The 
ring forces the air, travelling at high speed 
from Duct A to make a sharp 180" turn to pass 
through the cleaner element to the outlet 
pipe. Centrifugal force due to the sudden 
change of direction of the air throws a large 
proportion of foreign particles down into the

oil. Holes around the top of the deflector ring 
allow for a continuous flow of oil back into 
the central ring, whilst the foreign material is 
left in the oil outside the ring, and this settles 
to the bottom of the container.

SERVICING

The maker recommended that the oil 
container (base) should be cleaned and 
refilled every 10 hours or daily - in dusty 
conditions twice daily. In my experience 
these times usually got extended 
considerably. Assuming the unit has not been 
serviced for some time I suggest that we do 
the following:

1. Remove top mesh filter by removing 
centre screw or wing nut.

2. Remove base container by unscrewing 
band type clamp.

3. Empty base, scrape out any foreign 
matter from inside well B. Wash out both 
base and top mesh. In the 50's we used to 
use petrol for washing (it dried quickly) 
but today Gunk or Jizer are better and 
cheaper.

4. Whilst the top and base are removed it is 
as well to clean duct A by pushing a large 
piece of rag through, if badly soiled a rag 
soaked with Jizer works well.

N.B. If the cleaner is badly contaminated 
it may be advantageous to remove the 
complete unit and wash it completely. 
This can be done by removing the air 
pipe and breather pipe and the two 
mounting bolts. Before removing the 
mounting bolts check the position of the
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battery lead, it goes behind the mounting 
and needs to be put back in the correct 
position.

Rebuild in reverse order ensure that base 
is topped up to the level mark (stamped 
marked on container) with clean engine 
oil.

N.B. Do not overfill the oil container or 
oil will be carried over into the 
carburettor.

Next Issue we will get involved with the 
inner workings of the engine.

Arnold Staples.

Figure 1 
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End of Century Working Spectacular 
18th & 19th September, 1999

The aim of this event is to show our Fergies off to the public, and 
send this century out with a big show. If you have a Fergie we want 
to see it there, no matter what condition.

The rally is held courtesy of Mr D Bywater, whose land we have 
the pleasure of using.

The address is
LOW FARM, OFF MILL LANE, ACKWORTH, 

PONTEFRACT, WEST YORKSHIRE.
On the A628.

We have all weekend Camping, a Bar for Saturday Night.

Sales stands. Food, Fergie-jumble and by special request The 
Ferguson Club Sales Stand. The M62 motorway is quite near as is 
the A l. If you use the M l please come off at the M62 intersection 
then head towards Hull, to the Pontefract turning, head into 
Pontefract, out on the Barnsley Road. Where you will find us just 
after Ackworth School.

STOP PRESS
Ferguson Tractor Covers made in heavy duty green canvas with eyelets, just 

the thing for keeping your Fergie clean and dry.
We have two types - with and without headlight pocket. These covers have 

the Ferguson logo on them.

Prices £50.00 without light pocket £58.00 with pocket 
PLUS POSTAGE

Available from the Club's Merchandise Section 
Tel: 01406 540224 or 01673 885330
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Alan Dunderdale - 1960

From this...

...to this in three years

In our next issue we will be completing issue 24. It might have taken three years to
the story of our vineyard tractor restoration, restore, but it should only take three months
started way back in the Ferguson Journal to write up?
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Area Round Up

Norfolk Branch News
A meeting was held on Thursday 11th 

February at Easton College in the evening for 
members and any other interested people on 
Lubricant and Paint.

This was kindly given by Geoff Bottom, 
Chairman of Witham Oil & Paint Co. and 
assisted by two of his colleagues.

Geoff looked back at the type and 
constituents of oils together with their 
classification and it was helpful to know that 
most oils were still available and suitable for 
old farm machines.

Paint was then discussed and samples of 
mudguards with different paints and colour 
finish were shown. It would not be difficult 
to produce the shade of Fergie Grey any 
person wanted, although seeing a colour on a 
reasonable area and in natural light is far 
better than choosing from a chart. Time was 
also spent talking about preparation prior to 
application of primers and paint.

It was a very enjoyable evening and nearly 
40 people attended including Ian Halstead, 
Dick Dowdswell and John Cousins.

Wolterton Park Bygones Day
Sunday, 11th July, 1999

It was a lovely day with glorious sunny 
weather throughout so as this was the first 
occasion for the event it may well be 
repeated. The main exhibitions were classes 
of vintage tractors, army vehicles, motor 
cycles and cars, with a good number of show 
horses pulling their various wagons and 
carts.

The Club had its own stand thanks to Ian 
and Anne Halstead bringing their caravan 
down to Norfolk and with John Jeffries and 
his wife and Duncan and Marion Russell, the 
blue club shirts were very evident.

Ferguson tractors were the highest 
number of any manufacturer and a total of 31 
tractors were paraded in the main ring, 
though many stayed on their stand positions.

The Club had on display a TEA owned by 
David Slaughter, a TED with a sack lifter 
owned by Barry Howes and another TED 
with a rear mounted finger mower owned by 
myself.

During the day many people came and 
talked to us, some took membership forms 
away with them, two joined by paying on the 
spot, others bought club merchandise or just 
came to talk Fergies. One lady recalled 
seeing, near Salford in Lancashire, a vast 
number of Ford/Fergusons imported from 
America to assist in the war effort.

All in all a most enjoyable day and with a 
4pm finish most people were able to get 
home in reasonable time.

Ian Miller.

Gloucestershire West Area
The Royal Bath and West Show

This was the first time we (The Ferguson 
Club) had been put on a show at a major 
event like this. The show started many 
months ago for some of the people involved 
with organising the stand. More of that 
another time as this is only taster or teaser of 
what is to come. The main articles will be 
appearing at a later date.

There were several frantic phone calls in 
the few days prior to the show, but all the 
tractors and people started arriving at 
theshow ground on the Sunday before. I took 
down my own tractor on the Monday 
afternoon. When I arrived, tractors and 
implements were already arranged on the 
stand. We switched implements from one 
tractor to another to create the best possible 
display.

My family and I returned on the Tuesday 
afternoon and set up our caravan in the blue 
car park. As we had brilliant sunshine, we sat 
outside and chatted whilst some club 
members had their barbecued meal. We 
awoke on the Wednesday morning to clear 
skies, but alas this was not to last for the
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Do You Show Your Tractor(s)?
If so you must have the FERGUSON CLUB's own Exhibit Log Sheet.

We have commissioned a supplier to produce these sheets at your request. They 
have the club logo top centre in blue, but, best of all they are encapsulated in 
plastic.

At the reasonable cost of £1.30 including postage (UK only) each, this includes 
YOUR details typed on before sealing, or they are available blank on card so you 
can write in your own details.

0 3

E X H IB IT  L O G  S H E E T

Make

Model Fuel

Year of Manufacture

History

Owned by
For further inionnatjon on  TH E FERGUSON Q .U B  please contact, 

Law rence Jamieson, PO Box 20, Golapie, Sutherland, Scotland KWIO 6TE 
Tel: 01408 633108 ■  Fax; 01408 633418

Please send your details or requests for blanks to Alan Dunderdale, details in the 
front of this issue. Cheques made payable to the Ferguson Club please.
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whole of the show. We had our first trip 
around the machinery ring in the morning 
and later that day we had our one and only 
trip around the Grand Ring - this was 
performed in the best Somerset liquid 
sunshine! During the course of the week we 
had varying weather, but this proved to add 
to the entertainment, as we never knew if it 
was going to be a dry or a wet trip around the 
machinery ring. We had many drivers out on 
the tractors including some ladies. We also 
used different tractors in some of the

displays. We included our oldest exhibit, a 
Ferguson Brown, on the Saturday morning 
display.

Unfortunately the weather decided to 
show what it could really do on the Saturday 
lunchtime and the heavens opened; 
consequently it was quite damp when we 
took the stand down. On the Sunday 
morning we had to tow all of the caravans 
out of the car park, as it was a sea of best 
quality Somerset mud. Fortunately the sun 
returned during the course of the morning

FERGUSON CLUB

The drivers from Thursday morning's display (Ian Richings)

The tractors in the machinery ring (Taken by Mrs Vanessa Richings)
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Area Round Up (continued)

The Hanmier Mill nearly taking out the Ferguson sign (Ian Richings)

A view across the stand (Ian Richings) 
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Area Round Up (continued)
while we took the last parts of the stand 
down.

I think everyone who took part in the 
event enjoyed themselves. My family and 
myself certainly did. I wish all the new 
members who registered at the show an 
enjoyable time w i^  the club. I would like to 
express my thanks for all the help and 
support from all the members who took part 
and brought equipment along. Where are we 
going to be in 2000?

Ian Richings
(Gloucestershire West Area Rep.)

Perthshire Area
OBITUARY 

Robert Bell Morrison 
1928 - 1999

It is with great sadness that I have to 
inform you of the death of staunch Perthsire 
member Robert (Bob) Morrison.

Robert moved from a small farm near

Bankfoot to a dairy farm at Kinloch, 
Blairgowrie which, at that time, was the 
centre of the soft fruit growing area and was 
also the home of well-known Agricultural 
Engineers, 'Bissets of Blairgowrie' who field- 
tested many of their products at Robert's 
farm, resulting in his deep knowledge of all 
types of farming equipment, not least 
Ferguson, which he knew inside out, 
including first-hand information of the early 
Reekie Narrow Tractors.

He always looked forward to 
participating in the Club Stand at Scone 
Palace with his very original TE20 - Reg. No. 
BGS 927, a background photo of which 
appeared in the Spring 1999 issue of the 
Journal.

Robert's knowledge, helpful advice and 
friendship will be sorely missed by many of 
us in the Club and our sympathy and 
condolences to out to Mhairi, his wife.

John Melloy
Area Rep. Perthshire

NEW BOOK & VIDEO
Ferguson enthusiasts will appreciate these publications

□  Harry Ferguson - inventor and pioneer. This is Colin Fraser's classic 
biography, which remains the main source about Ferguson's work and life. 
Fascinating reading. Re-issued in paperback with photographs, completely 
unabridged, at £9.95. Available September.

□  Ferguson Tractors. Scripted by Stuart Gibbard and now being filmed at four 
leading collections, this 55 minute video from Country Films will show the 
development of Ferguson tractors from the collaboration with David Brown to 
the FE35. Wherever possible the tractors are shown at work. £15.95, available 
October.

Contact your usual suppliers or in case of difficulty, the publishers:
Old Pond Publishing, 104 Valley Road, Ipswich IP1 4PA.

Tel/Fax: 01473 210176. Post and packing on direct orders £1.50

Also available in October: The Ford Tractor Story 1917-64, Stuart Gibbard
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Kynshera 
Holm 
ORKNEY 
Scotland 
KW17 2RZ

POLO SH IRT (cotton - polyester)
Sizes: S M L XL royal blue 
Size: XXL royal blue 
plus £2.00 p+p

£17.00
£19.00

SWEAT SH IRT (fleece inside: drop shoulder) 
Sizes: S M L XL medium grey 
Size: XXL medium grey 
plus £2.00 p+p

£21.00
£23.00

TEE-SHIRT (light grey / logo on back)
Sizes: Childrens - 3 /4  5 /6  7 /8  9 /1 0  11/12 
Sizes: S M L XL
Size: XXL medium grey 
plus £1.50 p+p

£ 8.50 
£ 9.50 
£ 9.99

BOILER SU IT
Sizes: 38" 40" 42" 44" 46" 48" 
Colour: grey/stud fastenings 
plus £3.00 p+p

£33.00

AMERICAN CAP
Colours: royal blue £ 8.50

KNITTED SK I CAP £ 9.50

Cheques must be in £ Sterling and payable to "The Ferguson Club" 
telephone number in case of any problems regarding your order.

with your

Orders should be posted to:
The Ferguson Club, Anne Halstead, Ash Farm House, Joys Bank, Holbeach St. Johns, 

Spalding, Lines, PE12 8SD. Telephone: 01405 40224

Or to Grace Popplewell, Brookfield, Station Road, Snelland, Lines LN3 5AA. 
Telephone: 01573 885330.
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Classified Advertisements
FOR SALE

For Sale.

Due to lack o f space 1 need to selh-

Ferguson potato planter restored, complete, 
but needs finishing. Offers

MF 35 belt pulley restored with saw 
bench bracket and safety kit. £50.00

Ford-Ferguson Narrow Tiller
Model 9-BO-20. £250.00

Early McConnel PAU, power arm with 
ditcher and hedge trimmer attachments, 
workshop/parts book included, with 
fittings to Ferguson TE 20 or MF 35.

£200 ono un-restored

Keith Dunderdale (1943)
Tel: 01226 386715 

Fax: 01226 230814

Implements for Sale

Ferguson single furrow plough 
Ferguson twin furrow plough 
Ferguson three furrow plough 
Cultivator 
Ridger
Fold up spike harrows 
PTO pulley 
Post hole borer 
Reversible plough
Nine hole tool bar, stays, stabiliser bars 
Soil bucket
Spares for TED and some instruction books 
for Ferguson and Massey Ferguson.;

Mr C Powell (1623) 
Stable House, Munstone, 

Hereford HRl 3AH.
(Trade)

Telephone and Fax: 01432 264285 
Evenings / Weekends

For Sale.

1951 TE-A20 petrol engined tractor in 
working order (incorporating Howard 
reduction gear box).
Body work in good condition 
Complete with 9 hole drawbar and 
adjustable stay assemblies.
Ferguson two furrow plough.
Howard Cadet 5' seed bed rotavator 
with pto shaft
Old tool bar in need of painting 
Original log book 
Two owners since new!
Ideally would like to sell complete.

£800.00

Matthew Frizzelle,
Membership No. 666 (no not him!), 

Rosedale Farm, Silsoe Road, Maulden, 
Bedford MK45 2BA 

Tel/Fax 01525 402995

Massey Ferguson Combine.
780 special. 10 foot cutter.
Tanker model. First registered 1964.
Stored under cover from new.
Fitted with Perkins L4 engine.
Good working order. Some spares.

Sensible offers please

Ray Stamper, (405) 
Bowbeck Farm, 

Bardwell, Bury St. Edmunds, 
Suffolk IP31 IBA. 
Tel: 01359 269239

For Sale.

Ferguson Brown on Steel Wheels 
Original Mudguards. Requires restoration

£6,500 
Mr. Bateman (309) 

Tel: 01269 843738
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Classified Advertisements

FOR SALE (CONTINUED)

P3 Water Pumps. Refurbished
14 day turn round

Contact; Ray McMullen (2056)
01849 423133

In the process o f being manufactured.
Ferguson - Shearman Plough LD.
Plates Price: £10 - £12

Contact: Ray McMullen (2056) 
01849 423133

WANTED
Implements Wanted
T20 lighting set 
Ferguson hammer mill 
Winch
Hydrovane compressor
Hedgecutter
Weeder
Two row beet lifter 
Chitted potato planter 
Dumpskip
Front scraper blade for TE20 
Subsoiler
Cordwood saw bench 
Instruction books, leaflets etc.

Mr C Powell (1623) 
Stable House, Munstone, 

Hereford HRl 3AH. 
(Trade) Telephone and Fax: 01432 264285 

Evenings / Weekends

Wanted
Plough shares for a M.F. 792 12 inch 
semi-digger plough. Part number 
believed to be 815855H2.

Ian Richings (575)
238, Brooklyn Road, 

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.
Tel: 01242 574830

Wanted
A copy of the operators instruction book, 
and parts list for a Massey Ferguson, hay 
baler model 10.

Mr R Cunningham
C/O the Editor.

Wanted
Original tractor cover for MF 35, 
on loan only.
We have a supplier who will manufacture 
us tractor covers now, but he needs an 
original cover to work from.
NO DAMAGE WILL BE DONE.
And it will be returned.

Alan Dunderdale

ALL SALES/WANTS MUST 
GO TO ROGER WEBB

Dun Dige, Main Road, The Common, 
Holmefields, Dronfield SI 8 7 WB 

Tel/Fax: 0114 289 0003

Traditional hard rubber 6-12 volt Batteries
LINCON BATTERIES
Lincon Works, Arterial Road,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex SS9 4EG

■  Telephone: 01702 525374 / 528711 
Fax: 01702 421362

B A T T E R Y  M A N U F A C T U R E R S  F O R  O V E R  5 0  Y E A R S
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AREA REPRESENTATIVES

Northern Ireland: Mr Norman Kerr 01820 624251
Scotland (Orkneys & Shetland): Mr Norman Shearer 01856 781368
Scotland (North): Mr Lawrence Jamieson 01408 633108
Scotland (North East): Mr Bob Lindsay 01224 72251^
Scotland (South): Mr John Gibson 01899 810214
Scotland (West): Mr R J Pettigrew 01294 829333
Scotland (Perthshire): Mr John Melloy 01738 710298
South Wales: Mr Basil George 01656 654440
North East England: Mr Alan Dunderdale 01226 386715
Cumbria: Mr Dave Weeks 01768 772315
Yorkshire & Derbyshire: Mr Roger Webb 0114 289 0003
West Yorkshire: Mr John Groves 01535 644180
East Anglia / Lines: Mr John Jeffries 01406 540246
South East England: Mr Richard Heal 01323 848705
Norfolk (West): Mr Duncan Russell 01760 721375
Norfolk (East): Mr Ian Miller 01379 676278
Suffolk: Mr John Cousins 01728 638721
Gloucestershire: Mr Dick Dowdeswell 01451 850762
Gloucestershire (West): Mr Ian Richings 01242 574830
Hampshire: Mr Martin Cull 01489 572083
Devon: Mr Michael Thorne 01769 540233
Devon (North): Mr & Mrs Harold Beer 01769 540678
Ireland, Republic of: Mr James Barrow (353) 65 40286
Holland: Mr B Westerveld 1883 15311
Germany (North): Mr Karl-Heinz Kiunke (040) 6419262
Denmark: Mrs Merethe Hansen (45)53939212
South Africa: Mr D R Field 27-33 9970891
U.S.A. (East): Mr C Higgerson 315 841 8717

IMPORTANT DATES:
The AGM next year is in Devon at Mike Thorne's home

- 15th & 16th April, 2000
The last date for publication in the next issue is 1st November, 1999.



'Enthusiasts interested in preservation and restoration in connection 
with probably the greatest revolution in agricultural engineering'

Alan Dunderdale, 7 Waveney Drive, Higham, Barnsley, South Yorks S75 IPU  
Tel: 01226 386715 Fax: 01226 230814
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